Tony Williams
Vision
First and foremost, I want to thank the Chapter leaders of Sector I for giving me their
trust over the last 15 months as I stepped into the role of Sector Director. As each of
you are already very busy servant leaders for your chapters, I really appreciate your
responsiveness and support as we jointly seek to improve the state of the Sector I
chapters. I also want to thank the Sector Leadership team that has come together to help support the
Chapters – a great team including Kevin Weinstein, Eric Belle, Renee Steinwand, Bill Scheible, Richard
Matt, Rosana Stoica, and Alice Squires.
Looking back, I feel we’ve accomplished quite a lot. I’m especially excited about the chapters that are rebuilding – their growth and success benefits all Sector I chapters (and all INCOSE chapters world-wide).
Our recent increased focus on member retention will directly benefit all our Sector I Chapters as this will
lead to significant growth. Looking forward, I see a Sector that has highly diverse chapters, including
technical focus areas, size, volunteerism, etc.
If re-elected, my goals and priorities will not change, however my objectives and strategy are now
educated by 15 months in the job. I’ve learned that one large challenge, with a corresponding opportunity,
is that our volunteer talent is spread across a large geographic area, and, as a result, many regions
struggle to maintain volunteer energy. Yet, at the same time – ironically, Sector I has the greatest number
of INCOSE members in the world, with about one-half of the total INCOSE population.
Thus, the challenge and opportunity for the Sector is how to better leverage our volunteer talent and
energy to the benefit of the members that we serve. I don’t know the exact shape of the solution, but I feel
that better use of collaborative technologies (webex, telecons, Connect), increased collaboration between
Chapters, and improved leveraging of INCOSE resources will all be major factors.
If you continue to place your trust in me and support my candidacy, I believe that together, we will improve
the Chapter and member experience across the Americas – a huge benefit to INCOSE and to the
Systems Engineering Profession.
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